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PREFACE

This practice aid is one in a series that assist practitioners in applying their knowledge of organizational
functions and technical disciplines in the course of providing consulting services to clients in selected
industries.
Although these practice aids often deal with aspects of consulting services knowledge in the context
of a structured consulting engagement, they are also intended to be useful to practitioners who provide
advice on the same subjects in the form of a consultation. Consulting services are defined in the
Statement on Standards for Consulting Services (SSCS) issued by the AICPA’s Management Consulting
Services (MCS) Division.
This practice aid should be particularly helpful for practitioners who use the technical expertise of
others while remaining responsible for the work performed. For readers employed in the selected
industries, this practice aid may be useful in providing advice to management.
This practice aid does not purport to include everything about the subject that a practitioner needs
to know or do to undertake a specific type of service. Furthermore, engagement circumstances differ,
and, therefore, the practitioner’s professional judgment may cause him or her to conclude that an
approach described in a particular practice aid is inappropriate.
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ASSISTING CLIENTS IN DEVELOPING POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES FOR ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET APPLICATIONS

52/105 INTRODUCTION
.01 Electronic spreadsheets have become an important tool for millions of businesses. Errors
in these spreadsheets are inevitable even with a structured approach to designing and developing
spreadsheet templates. However, by employing proven spreadsheet design standards, businesses
can dramatically reduce the risk of spreadsheet errors. To understand the extent of such risks,
the practitioner should consider the following issues:
•

When people first start using spreadsheets, they tend to check their work more carefully
because they do not trust their computer skills. As they become more comfortable with the
software, they may check their work less frequently, construct more complex spreadsheets,
and more frequently modify previously developed spreadsheets. All of these factors
increase the risk of error.

•

Work efficiency suffers when the creation of spreadsheets is disorganized. Users may not
be able to find files or they may spend time devising spreadsheets and macros already on
file. Failure to document or back up the work can result in considerable time loss.

•

The review of audit work papers to detect errors is a well-established and carefully followed
process in the accounting profession. However, some practitioners and other users may be
less diligent in reviewing electronic spreadsheets. Laxity persists despite the increasing
complexity of spreadsheet software and its applications. Even electronic spreadsheets that
include calculations involving substantial sums of money may be inadequately reviewed.

•

Client review of electronic spreadsheet documentation may often be inadequate because the
reviewers may lack the necessary computer expertise. Frequently, support staff are more
proficient with computers than their superiors.

•

Spreadsheet software has become increasingly complex in both its internal functions and its
relationship to other software, such as linked and add-on programs. The lack of
spreadsheet design standards can make the review of spreadsheets almost impossible, even
for reviewers who have adequate technical expertise.

•

Frequently, spreadsheet templates are improperly used for certain applications. Therefore,
the practitioner should consider whether a specific software package, such as a database or
another application, should be used instead of a spreadsheet.

¶ 52/105.01
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.02 A unique aspect of spreadsheet software is its free-form design. This design offers
flexibility in the preparation of special analyses and allows complicated spreadsheets created for
one client engagement to be modified to fill the needs of another client. This flexibility,
however, increases the risk of error. The risk does not exist for other types of business software
whose functions and formulas are protected in compiled source code. The risk of error in
spreadsheet use can be reduced with a special program known as a spreadsheet compiler. With
the compiler program, a spreadsheet template can be converted into a "compiled" program, which
allows users to input new data assumptions to produce new reports. The advantage of using a
spreadsheet compiler is that subsequent users cannot modify the template, unintentionally or
otherwise, thereby protecting the integrity of the results. The disadvantage is that the spreadsheet
program loses the flexibility that permits further modification for specific use on an as-needed
basis.
.03 An organization without spreadsheet design policies and procedures is similar to one in
which work papers are without standard formats or tick marks. The absence of specific policies
and procedures for spreadsheet design increases the risk of errors and severely limits the ability
of a reviewer to detect them. Furthermore, if a key employee leaves the organization, the lack
of spreadsheet design policies and procedures can make it difficult or impossible for others to
take over and continue to use spreadsheets that may have cost thousands of dollars to create.
Similarly, staff may have trouble returning to the use of spreadsheets that they have not used for
a long time. The risk of error in spreadsheet use can be reduced by the implementation of
spreadsheet design policies and procedures.

52/110 SCOPE OF THIS PRACTICE AID
.01 The purpose of this practice aid is to help practitioners in developing and using appropriate
policies and procedures for spreadsheets in their own practices, and to assist clients in designing,
implementing, and training employees to use such policies and procedures. The objectives of
these policies and procedures are to reduce error, enhance ease of use, and promote efficiency.
This practice aid does not, however, address how practitioners may advise clients on selecting
spreadsheet software.
.02 This practice aid presents an approach to implementing spreadsheet design policies and
procedures. It is assumed that for these policies and procedures to be effective, client personnel
must be involved in the implementation process. The practice aid also discusses training and
follow-up, both of which provide the practitioner with additional opportunities for client service.
.03 Illustrative examples used in this practice aid are taken from Lotus 1-2-3. In general, these
policies and procedures are equally applicable to other spreadsheet software. However, the
reader should be aware that specific commands cited in this practice aid may vary from one
spreadsheet package to another.
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52/115 ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
.01 Practitioners need to be concerned about clients who use spreadsheets extensively and do
not have adequate spreadsheet controls. Knowledge of a client’s environment may be obtained
through other consulting activities or from audit or tax engagements. Audit and review
engagements are a particularly good source of information about clients who need this service.
.02 Unlike other engagements, such as those involving the installation of accounting software,
an engagement to develop and implement policies and procedures for spreadsheet applications is
rarely requested by a prospective client. This type of engagement is uncommon, and most
potential clients are unaware of their own need for this service. Consequently, the CPA should
be alert to opportunities to convince prospective clients of the importance of this service.
.03 One opportunity arises when a client requests the practitioner to assist in selecting or
installing a spreadsheet application. Providing assistance in the development and implementation
of policies and procedures for the spreadsheet application can be an integral part of the
installation engagement.
.04 Another engagement opportunity may arise when the practitioner is asked to conduct a
spreadsheet training session. The practitioner can readily incorporate standard policies and
procedures into the training materials. Through this approach, the client’s employees can be
taught that standard policies and procedures are a routine part of using spreadsheets. Establishing
formal policies and procedures can be part of the training engagement.
.05 A third opportunity arises when the practitioner is asked to design a spreadsheet. The
practitioner may need to assist the client in implementing policies and procedures to ensure that
the model is used properly. Frequently, the practitioner is asked to design spreadsheets to
supplement the client’s accounting information system. One important element of the
documentation for these spreadsheets is a disclaimer of liability for use that is not in accordance
with the intent of the designer. The following is an example of such a disclaimer:
This spreadsheet template has been designed for a specific use. Because of the free
form nature of a spreadsheet template, it can be easily modified to accommodate new
assumptions or calculations that may yield results other than those intended by the
designer of this template. In addition, electronic spreadsheets are very susceptible to
errors resulting from changes made to inputs, formulas, and layouts and from use by
individuals who lack adequate training or a full understanding of all of the
components of a particular spreadsheet. Accordingly, this spreadsheet is designed for
use only by competent spreadsheet users who have a full understanding of its
operations and its limitations. In the event that any modifications are made to this
template, intentionally or unintentionally, the designer disclaims any and all liability
associated with the use of the results produced.

¶ 52/115.05
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.06 This disclaimer is provided for illustrative purposes only. The practitioner is advised to
consult an attorney to ensure that a disclaimer for a particular application is in compliance with
federal and state laws.

52/120 ENGAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
.01 The successful implementation of policies and procedures for spreadsheet applications
requires the following conditions:
a.

The client should demonstrate an appreciation of the importance of implementing standard
policies and procedures.

b.

Management should understand the need for standard policies and procedures and must be
willing to commit adequate resources, including management personnel, to implement them.

c.

The client’s employees must be adequately trained to understand and implement the
standard policies and procedures. The abilities of the employees and their willingness to
implement and comply with spreadsheet standards will be important considerations in
determining the success of the engagement.

d.

The practitioner must be familiar with the specific spreadsheet software used by the client
and the applications for which it is being used.

e.

The practitioner should have sufficient expertise to successfully implement spreadsheet
policies and procedures for the client.

.02 Some of these conditions can be achieved through education and training. In addition, the
CPA needs to convince the client that tangible benefits can be derived from this service. If these
conditions do not exist, the practitioner must make the client aware of any potential risks. A
successful engagement may lead to opportunities to provide additional services.

52/125 ENGAGEMENT APPROACH

Needs Assessment
.01 An informal needs assessment should provide the basis for planning a successful
engagement. The assessment can be based on interviews with client personnel, a review of
current client spreadsheet applications, and knowledge of the client’s organization acquired by
observing the operations during prior engagements.
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.02

This informal assessment should provide the practitioner with the following information:

a.

The extent to which spreadsheets are used in the client’s organization

b.

The existence of policies and procedures for designing, developing, and using spreadsheets

c.

The experience and abilities of spreadsheet users in the company

d.

The ability of the practitioner to provide the services needed by the client; for example, if
the client has personnel using spreadsheets for complex scientific applications of which the
practitioner has little or no understanding

.03 A sample engagement letter illustrating how the practitioner can communicate the
engagement objectives and approach is provided in exhibit 1 in the appendix.

Designing and Implementing Appropriate Policies
and Procedures
.04 Spreadsheet design policies and procedures should be tailored to the needs and structure of
each organization. What is appropriate for some organizations may be unsuitable for others. In
large organizations, for example, comprehensive and fairly rigid policies and procedures tend to
be the rule rather than the exception. These organizations usually have many spreadsheet users,
steady employee turnover, and various reporting levels. Therefore, extensive policies and
procedures are easily accepted as a necessary control. On the other hand, in small companies
in which the principals have many responsibilities and the levels of review are few, policies and
procedures are usually less rigid. However, policies and procedures are needed even in oneperson organizations because of the risk incurred each time a spreadsheet is reused, especially
if no standards were followed in its development.
.05 For most companies, the evaluation of proposed policies and procedures is healthy and will
usually result in meaningful changes, particularly if all spreadsheet users participate in the
process. Policies and procedures that are too rigid may stifle innovation and frustrate users.
Therefore, proposed policies and procedures should be reviewed by the people affected, and their
responses should be considered. The rule of thumb in developing computer systems is: User
involvement in the development stages usually translates to user commitment to success. In
addition, the person in charge of designing and maintaining the policies and procedures must be
committed to this responsibility.
.06 Section 52/130 provides standard policies, procedures, and efficiency rules for designing
and using spreadsheets. Organizational policies, procedures, and efficiency rules can decrease
the risk of errors, facilitate spreadsheet use and review, save time and memory storage, and
reduce keystrokes.
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52/130 SUGGESTED POLICIES, PROCEDURES,
AND EFFICIENCY RULES
.01 Table 1 provides a listing of suggested policies, procedures, and efficiency rules which can
be implemented in any organization that uses electronic spreadsheets. Each can be modified to
meet each client’s needs and environment and, therefore, an organization’s spreadsheets should
be designed accordingly. They are explained in more detail in the following pages. Exhibits 2
and 3 in the appendix provide checklists that the practitioner may use to become familiar with
a client’s existing spreadsheet practices.

Establishing a Separate Worksheet Section for Data Entry
.02 The most efficient design approach for a complex spreadsheet provides a single section for
entering all data and assumptions. For example, suppose a large spreadsheet template were
designed to forecast the financial statements for a nursing home. Further, suppose that fifty
pages of calculations were required to produce the desired financial statements. In this case, it
is best to establish a section at the beginning of the template in which all assumptions are entered.
These assumptions might include projected revenue, expenses, inflation rates, interest rates,
medicare and medicaid reimbursement limitations, the average days in accounts receivable,
overhead percentages, and other data. To bury these assumptions in the fifty pages of
calculations would make the assumptions more difficult to revise and review. It is usually easier
in the short run, and especially in the long run, to create one section in which all of these data
are entered. The fifty pages of calculations could simply refer to the assumptions entered in the
input area. This measure will result in a template that is easier to use, revise, review, and adapt
to other client situations in the future.

Laying Out a Spreadsheet
.03 A complex spreadsheet may require sections for documentation, input, reports, and macros.
Additional sections may be required for storing data and intermediate calculations.
.04 There are several alternatives for laying out these different sections. One alternative is to
stack the sections one above the other. This method has several disadvantages: (a) If a column
in one section is deleted, the other sections of the template could be affected. (b) Column widths
must be the same throughout all of the stacked areas. (c) Some spreadsheet software allocates
memory by columns. For example, in Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.2, if a label or a value is placed in
cell A1 and a label or a value is placed in cell A500, memory will be allocated to the 498
intervening cells. This can slow down spreadsheet performance, require extra time and disk
space for file storage, and cause memory problems with large spreadsheets. (d) Sections that are
stacked in columns are not always easy to locate, and moving from one section to another can
be cumbersome and time-consuming.

¶ 52/130.01
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Table 1
Suggested Policies, Procedures, and Efficiency Rules

Establishing a separate worksheet section for data entry
Laying out spreadsheets
Using global settings
Using global protection
Using the undo command
Totalling columns
Documenting spreadsheets
Using file and date stamps
Using consistent formats, names, and terminology
Avoiding embedded assumptions in formulas
Avoiding long formulas
Creating and using macros
Using cross-footing and error-checking formulas
Using absolute cell references
Using range names
Using the range erase command
Deleting unused range names, formulas, and labels
Modifying spreadsheet files
Naming spreadsheet files
Saving spreadsheet files to a separate subdirectory
Saving files to multiple subdirectories
Managing a subdirectory with a large number of spreadsheet files
Saving files frequently
Saving files by using the backup command
Saving files to the file server
Establishing a spreadsheet template library
Reviewing spreadsheet templates
Training spreadsheet users
Maintaining a template of common settings
Installing add-ins
Transferring data electronically
Linking files

¶ 52/130.04
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.05 A second alternative is to place the sections side-by-side across the worksheet. Laying out
the sections in this manner permits column widths to vary from section to section. Unlike the
first alternative, this possibility presents no risk of deleting a column and is usually more
memory-efficient because it requires fewer spreadsheet rows. It also allows the user to move
easily from one section to another with the Tab key. Despite these advantages, there is a major
drawback: The insertion or deletion of a row in one section affects the other sections of the
worksheet. In addition, the use of different font sizes will affect the row height across multiple
sections of the worksheet.
.06 A third alternative is to stack the sections, staircase-style, as shown in figure 1. Most
experts on spreadsheet design prefer this method of laying out sections in a two-dimensional
worksheet. Column widths can be determined separately for each section, and the Lotus 1-2-3
/ Worksheet Delete and Insert Row and Column commands do not create a problem. In order
to move from one section to another, the user gives a single letter name to the cell in the upper
left corner of the section. Then, to go to a section, the user presses the GOTO key and enters
that letter. For example, the user gives the name M to the cell in the upper left corner of the
macro area. Then, to go to the macro area, the user simply presses GOTO, types in the letter
M, and presses Enter.
.07 The fourth alternative applies to three-dimensional spreadsheets, involves placing sections
in different sheets, and has several advantages. There is no concern about using the Worksheet
Delete and Insert Row or Column commands. The user can have not only different column
widths in each section but also different global settings, such as Global Format and Global
Protection. The user can move from one section to another easily by paging up or down through
the sections.
.08 In the fifth alternative, each section is stored as a separate file. This method works with
spreadsheet software that allows several worksheet files to be opened simultaneously. The
software must be able to link the files together and to display several windows on the screen at
one time so that the different files can be viewed simultaneously. Examples of such software are
Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.4, Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows (TM), and Lotus 1-2-3 for
the Macintosh.
.09 The adoption of standards for assigning areas for each section will make spreadsheets easier
to use, simplify, review, and reduce the risk of errors when spreadsheets are reused. For large
spreadsheets, a map showing the location of the different sections or a description of the location
of each section should be part of the minimum documentation.

Using Global Settings
.10 Because the / Range, Format command uses memory and adds recalculation time to large
spreadsheets, it is more efficient to use the / Worksheet, Global, Format command to change the
default format from the general format to the one that will be used most frequently in a particular
spreadsheet, as shown in figure 2. The / Range Format command can then be used to format the
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few cells that will be different from the new default format. This same time-saving technique
should also be used to change the default column width and label prefix definitions.

Figure 1
Spreadsheet Layout Standards

Using Global Protection
.11 The Range Unprotect command should be used to unprotect the areas of the spreadsheet
containing assumptions that may need to be modified. Once the template is complete, Global
Protection should be turned on to prevent changes to the worksheet formulas. An added benefit
of this technique is that the unprotected assumptions will appear highlighted on the screen. This
allows the reviewer or subsequent user, including the designer, to quickly and easily distinguish
between assumptions and formulas.

¶ 52/130.11
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Figure 2
Global Settings in Lotus 1-2-3

Using The UNDO Command
.12 Unless RAM is scarce, spreadsheet users should not disable the UNDO feature found in
many of the spreadsheet products. This feature allows users to undo the last command. It is a
useful feature because spreadsheet users can inadvertently delete data. If this happens, the
UNDO command could easily be used to restore the data. For example, a user who intends to
delete a specific row may accidentally delete an entire column instead. In this case, the UNDO
command could restore the column and save the user the significant time needed to reconstruct
the deleted data.

Totalling Columns
.13 When creating formulas to total columns, users should use the @SUM function (in Lotus
1-2-3, as shown in figure 3, or the = SUM function (in Microsoft Excel) to total columns. When
the @SUM or = SUM function is used, the sum range should span from one cell below to one
¶ 52/130.12
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cell above the data range, if possible. This allows new data to be inserted between, above, or
below the old data and still be included in the column total. Because labels are treated as zeros
by the @SUM and = SUM functions, this technique works even if the cell immediately above
or below the data contains a label.
Figure 3
Using the @SUM Formula

Documenting Spreadsheets
.14 Although adequate documentation is standard operating procedure for most accounting work
papers, the documentation of electronic spreadsheets is often deficient. Standard documentation
should be established as an extension of manual work papers. The documentation should be brief
and easy to implement. It may be useful to establish a standard form spreadsheet template
designed to be used by all users whenever a new spreadsheet is started. A sample of such
documentation is provided in figure 4.

¶ 52/130.14
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Figure 4
Example of Spreadsheet Documentation

.15 Some documentation is necessary even if no person other than the author will ever use the
spreadsheet. The documentation should include the following information, at minimum:

¶ 52/130.15

•

Title. Name of the model and a file name that clearly identifies the spreadsheet (for
example, Employee Database Template).

•

Purpose of the model. A description of the major inputs, processes, and outputs.

•

File name and path.

•

Client or project name. Information that indicates the entity (for example, The Zack Jones
Company) and the period being analyzed.

•

Name of author. The developer of the spreadsheet and the organizational affiliation, if any.

•

Spreadsheet date. The month, day, and year the spreadsheet was created. The
documentation will also show the dates of the original file and of the latest version. In
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some cases, it may be beneficial to also record information related to the dates the revisions
were made.
•

Locations of major areas o f the spreadsheet. Key elements of documentation include the
locations of user instructions, a table of all named and special ranges, the revision history,
the update record, and annotations of computations.

.16 The location of the elements of minimum documentation is a matter of personal preference,
but it should be standardized throughout the organization. For example, some people prefer to
include the date and the file name in the print header. Although the location of each of the
elements of minimum documentation is not significant, their inclusion is important.
.17 User instructions are necessary for any complex spreadsheet model developed by someone
else. It is also advisable to have the basic instructions located somewhere in the file itself. If
this precaution is taken, the model will remain usable, even in the event that the written
documentation is misplaced.
.18 The instructions should include a complete explanation of the input required by the model,
the assumptions upon which the model is based, the processing that will occur, and the output
that will be produced. Users should be told how and where input is to be made. If beginners
will use the spreadsheet, the instructions should be developed with this in mind. Detailed and
specific lists of the input needs should be included so that users know what data to collect. The
instructions are an appropriate place for warnings about the form of input and for explanations
of assumptions about input elements or other factors.
.19 More extensive documentation is required if the spreadsheet is to be used by anyone other
than the author. In this case, the documentation should include the following information in
addition to the minimum documentation described earlier:
•

Records of testing

•

Instructions for use and maintenance (if appropriate)

•

A summary of control procedures that are built into the spreadsheet

•

Macros created to date-stamp the software

.20 A change-log section should be created to record information such as the dates and reasons
for the revisions and the identity of the individual making the change. Additional documentation
might include an explanation of the normal processing sequence for accessing and executing the
spreadsheet instructions or initiating the macros or command language, if existing, and a display
of the equations showing the logic of the spreadsheet.
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Using File and Date Stamps
.21 To distinguish between similar reports that are printed on different days, the user can datestamp the printouts. In Lotus 1-2-3, using the @ symbol in the print header or footer will cause
the current computer date to print and using the # symbol in a header or footer will number the
pages consecutively. Another option is to use the @TODAY function (formatted for date) to
create a formula that returns the current date within the spreadsheet.
.22 Typing @CELLPOINTER("FILENAME") in a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet returns the
complete path as a file name for the template. The user may choose to name this cell by using
the Range Name command. The user can then type the backslash key (\) and the range name to
display the path and file name of the spreadsheet in the header or footer of each printed page.
This process makes it easier to locate files.

Using Consistent Formats, Names, and Terminology
.23 Macros and other spreadsheet items should be located in the same place in every
spreadsheet. Similarly, the same range names should be used from one spreadsheet to another.
For example, all spreadsheets might have menu macros named \M and print macros named \P.
By using the same letter to name the corresponding cell in the upper left comer of the macro
range, the user can move the cursor to the macro simply by pressing the GOTO key, typing (M
or P), and pressing return. Page numbers should be printed in the same place on all printouts.

Avoiding Embedded Assumptions in Formulas
.24 Many spreadsheets incorporate assumptions, such as the rate of interest in a loan
amortization table. When assumptions are used, the computation formulas should be constructed
independently from the cells containing the assumptions (the assumptions should not be embedded
in the formulas). For example, if a user of the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet were to use the @PMT
(principal, interest, term) function to calculate a loan payment amount for a $50,000 loan with
a 10 percent interest rate and a term of 15 years of monthly payments, a poor way to write the
formula would be @PMT(50000,. 1/12,15*12). The preferred method would be to place each
of the four assumptions (the $50,000, the 10%, the 15 years, and the 12 payments per year) in
separate cells (such as cells C6, C7, C8, and C9) and write the formula as follows:
@PMT(C6,C7/C9,C8*C9). The formula could be further improved by assigning range names
to each individual assumption, thus creating a formula which reads as follows: @PMT(LOAN
AMOUNT,RATE/12, YEARS*12).
.25 This method makes it easier and safer to change any of the assumptions (such as the interest
rate). Furthermore, when the worksheet is printed, the printout will clearly reveal the
assumptions used in the computation. If possible, assumptions should be placed in separate,
clearly identified areas of the spreadsheet.
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Avoiding Long Formulas
.26 Long formulas are difficult to edit, understand, and review. A good rule of thumb is the
following: If the entire formula cannot be seen in the control panel, it is too long. For example,
consider a formula that uses a series of embedded @VLOOKUP functions to calculate the
withholding amount for an employee paycheck by looking up a employee’s deduction based on
the number of deductions in one table and then looking up the withholding amount based on
marital status in another table. Such a formula would be difficult to debug or review. However,
the calculation could be organized so that users and reviewers can easily follow the logic of the
computation. Figure 5 illustrates how the above-mentioned formula is organized into a six-step
computation.
Figure 5
Breaking Long Formulas Into Small Steps

Creating and Using Macros
.27 Macros should be organized and well documented. It is a good practice for spreadsheet
users to locate macros in a specific part of the spreadsheet that is clearly labeled as the macro
area. It is also a good practice to locate the macro name in the cell to the left of the macro. An
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♦
example of this format is shown in figure 6. This procedure allows users to use the Apply
Names command to assign range names from one column to cells in another column. For
example, to use this command in Lotus 1-2-3, users can select / Range, Name, Label, Right.
This procedure, shown in figure 6, saves keystrokes and helps to ensure accuracy in assigning
range names.
.28 When creating macros, users should use capital letters to designate spreadsheet and macro
commands and lower case letters to designate range names or cell addresses. Although some
users prefer to reverse the use of upper and lower case letters, the consistent use of this system
of designation makes it easier to read, review, and edit macros.
Figure 6
Positioning and Documenting Macros
Column A
Macro Name

Column B
Macro Contents

print

/PPRbalance ~ AGP

save

/FS~
~

enter

{GOTO}input —{?}
{D H ?}{D }{?}

.29 Another useful standard in the design of macros is to explain the purpose of each macro in
the cell to the left of the macro name. For this purpose, the " label prefix will right justify the
explanation with the cell contents spilling over into the cells to the blank left.
.30 More complex spreadsheet models may include menu macros. For less experienced users,
a menu-driven application minimizes the need to understand the programs and may reduce the
instruction required. Menu macros replace the spreadsheet’s standard menus with applicationspecific menus. Their purpose is to control movement and activity within the model and may
prevent the user from moving to view the title screen without ending the operation of the macros.
Nevertheless the creator of the model can control its operations and still present the title screen
at start-up. In addition, a menu option may be included that permits users to read or print
instructions whenever they choose. Figure 7 is an example.
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Figure 7
Example of Macro Design Techniques

.31 The timetable and procedures for adapting existing spreadsheets to the new standards have
to be carefully planned and implemented. Special attention should be given to worksheets in
process and the macro library.

Using Cross-Footing and Error-Checking Formulas
.32 In Lotus 1-2-3 worksheets, the @IF function should be used to check for errors. Figure
8 provides a good example of error checking for a bank reconciliation schedule. The following
error-checking formula could be placed in a prominent place at the top of the worksheet:
@IF(B250 = C250 + D250 + E250,"","Warning - Bank Reconciliation Does Not Balance")
The "" indicates a null string, and the cell will appear blank if the condition is true. If the
condition is false, the error message will appear.
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Figure 8
Using Error-Checking Formulas

.33 Since Lotus 1-2-3 frequently calculates and stores in memory more decimal positions than
those that appear on the screen, rounding may cause @IF error checks to indicate an error when
there is none. This problem can be solved by using the @ROUND function with the @IF error
check.

Using Absolute Cell References
.34 Absolute and partially absolute cell references allow users to copy a formula from one cell
to another while controlling the formula references once the formula is copied. For example, a
user may create a formula that calculates the percent-to-sales ratio. Significant time could be
saved by copying this formula rather than recreating it several times in each cell. The absolute
feature allows the user to copy the formula in such a way that the numerator changes
automatically each time the cell is copied, while the denominator remains constant. In many
cases, copying a formula in this manner is more efficient and can greatly reduce the number of
formulas created in the spreadsheet. The fewer formulas that have to be typed, the fewer chances
for mistakes.
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Using Range Names
.35 When formulas are made up of cell references, key ranges in a spreadsheet can be annotated
by assigning a range name to that cell or cells. Assigning a descriptive name to each cell, as
shown in figure 9, simplifies the task of understanding the formula. For example, in the @PMT
example used to describe spreadsheet formulas, cell C6 could be named Amount of Loan, cell C7
could be named Interest Rate, and so forth. These range names will appear in the control panel
when the cursor is in the cell with the @PMT formula, even if they were assigned after formulas
were constructed. This makes it easier to review spreadsheet formulas for errors.
Figure 9
Using Range Names

.36 When possible, using consistent range names for all spreadsheets has the same advantage
as using consistent tick marks in audit work papers. The spreadsheets are easier to use and
review and less prone to errors. For example, all print macros could be named \ P and all menu
macros \M.
.37 Some spreadsheet software provides a feature that generates a table of all range names used
in the template along with cell addresses. This feature could be useful for documenting the
spreadsheet template.
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Using the Range Erase Command
.38 Only the / Range Erase command should be used to make a field completely blank. Novice
users sometimes use the space bar for this purpose. However, the space bar inserts a label
indicator, which is displayed in the control panel. A field that appears blank, but actually
contains the label indicator, can produce erroneous results with some functions, such as the
@COUNT function.

Deleting Unused Range Names, Formulas, and Labels
.39 Users should keep spreadsheets as clean and neat as possible, and should incorporate a lot
of white space. Cluttered worksheets are difficult to use and almost impossible to review or
document clearly. Therefore, users should remove all range names from the spreadsheet if they
are no longer used in the template. Formulas, assumptions, and calculations that are no longer
needed should also be erased from the template.

Modifying Spreadsheet Files
.40 Once a worksheet has been developed and reviewed, the process of making changes requires
careful control to avoid the introduction of errors and the loss of data. Potential problems can
be minimized by requiring that all changes be made to a copy of the original worksheet, and that
the changes be reviewed and approved by the company’s designated spreadsheet reviewer before
the original is revised.

Naming Spreadsheet Files
.41 DOS-based spreadsheets limit file names to eight characters, which can cause a number of
problems. It may be difficult to distinguish between spreadsheets with similar functions. Users’
time can be wasted searching for a worksheet in a list of many file names. The selection problem
becomes even more difficult when all users have their own naming system. Users must also be
careful when using a naming system that tries to describe the worksheet. In many instances, the
eight-character limit makes a mnemonic system unworkable. If multiple spreadsheet files are to
be generated for a given client or project, it may be a good idea to assign a common six-digit
code to represent that client. This code could then be used along with a numbering system to
save files in numerical order for that client or project. For example, suppose a user expects to
generate several spreadsheet files in conjunction with an audit of the Smith Company. The user
may name the first file SMITH1.WK1, the second SMITH2.WK1., and so forth. This procedure
makes it easy for all users to locate files related to Smith Company audit. This measure also
makes it easier to back up these files or to copy them to a diskette for storage and later use
during the next year’s audit.
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.42 Regardless of the naming scheme used, a printout showing the name and description of each
spreadsheet file is useful for locating and retrieving worksheets. A user can create such a list
easily by changing to the subdirectory where the spreadsheet files are located and typing DIR
> LPT1:. This procedure results in a printout of all spreadsheet files. For example, to generate
a list of all of the Smith Company files, type DIR SMITH*.* > L P T 1:. This procedure would
cause a list of all files matching the SMITH*.* criterion to be printed. Another option would
be to type DIR SMITH*.* > FILENAME.PRN. This procedure would create a file containing
a list of all files which could be imported into the spreadsheet, parsed, and sorted by file size,
extension, file name, or date.

Saving Spreadsheet Files to a Separate Subdirectory
.43 Spreadsheet users should save their files to a directory separate from the directory in which
the program files are stored. This procedure makes it easier to copy, delete, back up, and
manage spreadsheet files.

Saving Files to Multiple Subdirectories
.44 Saving spreadsheet files frequently raises the issue of whether the files should be saved to
a single subdirectory or to multiple subdirectories. In general, although it is best to save all
spreadsheet files to a single subdirectory, each user’s special needs should determine which
method is best.
.45 For most users, a single subdirectory for all spreadsheet data files appears to the best choice
for several reasons. First of all, the use of only one subdirectory makes it easier for a user to
locate spreadsheet files. It is also a good measure to help prevent the use of the same file name
for several spreadsheet files, which is more likely to occur when files are saved to separate
subdirectories. In addition, backing up spreadsheet files is generally easier when only one
subdirectory is involved.
.46 In some cases, however, using multiple subdirectories to store spreadsheet files may be
preferable. A user who maintains a large number of spreadsheet files for a given project or client
may be wise to create a subdirectory dedicated solely to that project or client. For example, if
an audit team that was conducting an audit of a company with fifty locations received an
inventory listing in an electronic spreadsheet format from each location, it would be best to create
a separate subdirectory for the spreadsheet files related to the audit. This step may make it easier
to organize and work with the spreadsheet files and ultimately save them to disk for inclusion in
the audit work papers as documentation of work performed and for reference during next year’s
audit. This same concept can be applied to organizing spreadsheet files by department or for
large projects.
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Managing a Subdirectory With a Large Number of
Spreadsheet Files
.47 Over time, a subdirectory containing spreadsheet data files grows, especially if the
spreadsheets are heavily used. Eventually it becomes necessary to delete obsolete or unneeded
spreadsheet files from the hard drive. This process of eliminating unneeded files frees up space
in the hard disk for other uses and speeds up both the backup of files and the retrieval or opening
of data files. In addition, the number of diskettes or tapes needed is reduced.
.48 An organized approach can facilitate the management of spreadsheet files. Specifically, the
user should periodically (for example, every three months) purge obsolete or unneeded files.
Before deleting spreadsheet files from the hard drive, the user should copy them to diskettes to
be stored permanently for future reference. In addition, the user should prepare a list of all
spreadsheet files being deleted, reference the files to appropriate backup disks, and store the list
in a catalog along with lists of other deleted data files. This catalog will serve as a useful index
to all deleted data files.
.49 A wide assortment of software tools is available to assist the user in this task. The best are
those that allow the user to scroll through the data files and view each spreadsheet file’s contents
before backup and deletion. These tools allow users to quickly sort all worksheet files by date,
view their contents, and mark those to be deleted from the hard drive with just the stroke of a
key. Next, the user can copy all marked files to diskettes or tape drives before deleting them.
This practice should be used for all data files, not just spreadsheet files.

Saving Files Frequently
.50 It is a good practice to save spreadsheet files frequently while working in the worksheet.
Otherwise, when power surges and computer failures occur, changes made in the spreadsheet
since the last time the file was saved will be lost. Frequent saving minimizes the risk of losing
current work. Some spreadsheet packages have a feature that automatically saves files at timed
intervals. If this feature is available, it should be activated to help minimize the risk of losing
data.

Saving Files Using the Backup Command
.51 The user should save spreadsheet files by using the backup command. Many spreadsheet
programs allow users to save their spreadsheet file to either a regular file format (over the
existing file name) or to a backup file format. If a spreadsheet program offers both formats, it
is wise to save the file to a backup format first, as shown in figure 10, and then immediately to
a regular format. This procedure protects the user in the event that power is lost during the
process of saving a file over the existing file name. When this happens, the user can lose both
the worksheet in RAM and the worksheet on the hard drive. By saving the worksheet to a
backup file first, the user is protected against this rare, but potentially devastating event.
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Figure 10
Using the File, Save, Backup Option

Saving Files to the File Server
.52 For several reasons, spreadsheet users who are connected to a local area network (LAN)
should save their spreadsheet files to a common subdirectory on the file server rather than their
local workstations. When spreadsheet files are saved to the file server, they are usually backed
up automatically on a daily basis via the file server’s tape backup system. This procedure helps
protect the company by ensuring that data files are being backed up properly.
.53 Users may be saving and backing up their spreadsheet files daily at their workstations, yet
actually prefer the time savings and efficiency of saving files to the file server. Carrying out this
procedure at a workstation can involve formatting new diskettes, and labeling and storing disks,
as well as performing the backup routine. Though the process may only take five or ten minutes
for an individual, the total amount of staff time devoted to this task on a daily basis can be
significant.
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.54 Saving to the file server gives multiple users access to all spreadsheet files, making it easier
and more efficient for office staff to share the files. If a spreadsheet file contains sensitive data,
the user may elect to secure (or protect) the file with a password or save it to a personal
subdirectory to prevent unauthorized viewing or access. Nevertheless, the secured file remains
backed up if it is saved to the file server.
.55 Spreadsheet files that are saved to the file server are available to other spreadsheet users for
spreadsheet linking purposes. For example, a spreadsheet user in a mortgage company may
perform on a daily basis complex calculations of current mortgage rates for use by other
personnel in the company. Other spreadsheet users in the company may need to incorporate
those mortgage rates into their spreadsheets. By simply linking their spreadsheet files to the
master spreadsheet file on the file server, the users will automatically update their formulas to
reflect the new rates whenever they retrieve their spreadsheet files.
.56 This linking process saves the time that users might otherwise spend circulating memos to
summarize the current rates or rekeying the current mortgage rates into their worksheets on a
daily basis. The link also reduces the likelihood of keypunching errors.
.57 With all spreadsheet files centralized on the file server, individuals can more easily organize
and locate spreadsheet files. This advantage is especially important when the spreadsheet files
of a former or absent employee are needed by another employee. Saving all spreadsheet files to
the file server increases the likelihood that the employee will be able to locate those files easily,
unless a password for security has been employed.
.58 Many uninformed users are skeptical about saving files to the file server because of
concerns about the security of the files and their data. This skepticism is unjustified because a
LAN can provide a wider and more effective array of password and security safeguards to protect
data than a stand-alone system. For example, the file server can be locked away in a limited
access area. This measure helps prevent theft of the computer or unauthorized access. Stand
alone personal computers (PCs) are typically more vulnerable to theft or unauthorized access.
Furthermore, the password protection offered by most LANs can prevent even sophisticated
hackers from gaining access to information on the file server. Stand-alone PCs seldom offer as
much password security.
.59 Finally, with all spreadsheet files on the file server, the PC administrator can easily update
or correct a given spreadsheet file. For example, if all spreadsheet users within a company used
a common spreadsheet template to summarize their out-of-pocket expenses, changes in
reimbursement policies could be reflected immediately in the master expense report spreadsheet
file on the file server. Subsequently, other users of that template would have the changes
reflected in their spreadsheets the next time they retrieved the master expense report spreadsheet
file. The less desirable alternative would be to individually modify all spreadsheet files
throughout the office.
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Establishing a Spreadsheet Template Library
.60 If users do not have the benefit of sharing files across a LAN, a spreadsheet library may
be established in which all users log and store commonly used spreadsheet templates on floppy
diskettes. The library makes it easier for users to locate spreadsheet templates and share them
with other users. In addition, the centralization of all templates makes it easier to improve or
update templates for the benefit of all users. A checkout system should be used for recording
the names of templates out on loan in the library control log.

Reviewing Spreadsheet Templates
.61 It is very important that spreadsheet templates be reviewed just as any other work papers
are reviewed. It is usually best to review a printout of the resulting calculations and reports,
rather than to review the work on the screen. The printout allows the user to make tick marks
next to the calculations and add other notes directly as the review is being performed. In some
cases, it may be beneficial to also have the template up and running on screen so that the
reviewer can refer to formulas and the underlying notes about the formulas. Because a printout
is typically reviewed, the preparer must exercise care to make sure that calculations flow logically
and are clear and easily understood. The reviewer should foot at least one column for each
calculation and should consider footing all columns, depending on the complexity of the template,
the abilities of the user, and the amount of previous review work performed on the spreadsheet
template.
.62 The use of error-checking formulas can greatly reduce review time. For example, formulas
that automatically foot and cross-foot a large matrix of numbers virtually eliminate the need for
footing that matrix. An error-checking formula can also check that the balance sheet is in
balance, that all interest rates used are reasonable, or that input assumptions used in formulas are
valid.
.63 It may also be a good idea to "lock" a spreadsheet template to prevent alterations once the
template has been reviewed and determined to be functioning properly. To prevent changes to
a spreadsheet template, most spreadsheet packages offer a Global Protection feature in which
input cells may be set to allow changes, while all other cells become permanent. A password is
required in order to modify the worksheet. This measure will provide the reviewer with greater
confidence in work produced, thereby reducing the time required to perform the review.
.64 The reviewer may wish to use spreadsheet auditing tools to aid in the review process.
These tools are provided by the spreadsheet vendors and by third parties. Their function is to
perform a variety of logical tests of the spreadsheet file in order to detect possible problems. For
example, a spreadsheet auditing tool would detect that a formula does not match the other
formulas on a given row. This may indicate a problem, which the reviewer would then
investigate.
.65 In some cases, it may be advantageous to assign the responsibility for worksheet review to
one person in the organization. This person could develop expertise in using spreadsheet auditing
tools and could ensure that all spreadsheets templates adhere to company policies and procedures.
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However, this practice can be time-consuming and can result in a bottleneck. In other cases,
different worksheet classifications might be reviewed by different people. For example,
financials would be reviewed by the controller, the macro library by a worksheet specialist, and
so forth.

Training Spreadsheet Users
.66 Spreadsheet users should be properly trained. Each company should implement a regular
training program for beginning, intermediate, and advanced users. Training may be conducted
in-house or with the aid of a third-party training organization. Spreadsheet users on all levels
can improve their knowledge and efficiency by periodically attending courses on spreadsheets.
.67 Course materials are an important element of the training sessions. They should contain
realistic examples of spreadsheets in use. Published books and magazine articles covering
spreadsheet topics can be good sources of reference materials. Participants should be provided
with a disk containing the spreadsheets used in the training as well as a manual with detailed
explanations of how the examples were constructed. The manual should also contain the written
policies and procedures that are being implemented, along with the standards for designing
spreadsheets. Users should bring spreadsheet samples to modify in class to comply with the
standards.
.68 Sufficient time should be set aside to review the company’s policies and procedures. It may
be helpful to have management attend these sessions to participate in a discussion of how the
standards will be implemented and enforced.
.69 Training sessions may be hands-on with participants using computers, or there may be
demonstrations using a computer with a large screen projection device. The decision to have
hands-on training usually depends on the level of knowledge of the participants, the instructor’s
preference, and hardware availability. The consensus among many trainers is that hands-on
training, which is more costly and time-consuming, is more important for beginning level users.
Training that involves a large screen projection device with a computer, for use by the instructor
only, can cover more material in a short period and is generally well suited for covering
advanced topics with intermediate and advanced users. Practitioners can refer to MAS Technical
Consulting Practice Aid No. 14, Microcomputer Training (New York: AICPA, 1991) for more
information on how to conduct effective microcomputer training sessions.

Maintaining a Template of Common Settings
.70 Users should develop a template containing their most commonly used settings, functions,
and macros and should name each function in the template, using the range name feature. Later,
they can easily bring these functions and macros into new worksheets by using the / File,
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Combine command, and edit them for use in the new worksheet. This procedure will eliminate
the need to recreate commonly used settings, functions, or macros. This process should also be
used to save time and effort by importing WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) settings.
.71 This process may also be used to establish a common template that contains date-stamp and
file name formulas, as well as desired global settings, printer selections, and other preferences.
This measure will save time and help ensure that each newly developed template adheres to the
company’s standard policies and procedures.

Installing Add-ins
.72 Commonly used spreadsheet add-in products should be set up to load automatically upon
the users’ accessing the spreadsheet program. Establishing a policy to implement this feature will
save users time by eliminating the repeated manual loading of add-ins. Lotus 1-2-3 users can
type ALT-F10 to access the add-ins menu and then select Settings, System, and follow the
instructions to set up add-in products, such as WYSIWYG, to load automatically.

Transferring Data Electronically
.73 Worksheet data produced in a spreadsheet file should not be retyped into a word processor,
especially when large amounts of data are involved. Today’s technology makes it easy to transfer
data from a spreadsheet to a word processor quickly and more accurately via an electronic import
procedure.
.74 For example, WordPerfect 5.1 has a feature that allows users to import any spreadsheet data
directly from Lotus 1-2-3 and other spreadsheets by selecting the following menu options: / File,
Text-In, Spreadsheet, Import. This procedure will request a spreadsheet path and file name as
well as a range. After the user supplies the information, WordPerfect retrieves that data directly
into the current document. Conversely, large amounts of text in a word processor should never
be retyped into a spreadsheet file. Instead, it is quicker and more accurate to print the desired
text in the word processor out to an ASCII file that can then be imported directly into the
spreadsheet using the / File, Import command. Both of these procedures save the user time and
help eliminate the keypunching errors that are possible when large amounts of data are retyped.

Linking Files
.75 When linking files together, the user should employ range names to refer to cells in other
spreadsheets. For example, if the user wanted to link a formula in the current spreadsheet to
sales amounts located in cell C5 of another spreadsheet named SALESUM.WK1, one way to
accomplish this goal is to write the following formula:
+ < < C:\DATA\SALESUM.WK1 > > C5
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.76 The problem with this approach is that if a subsequent user alters the linked file
SALESUM.WK1 by inserting rows or columns or by moving the sales figure from cell C5 to
another location, the linked formula will no longer work properly. A better solution is to assign
a range name (such as SALES) to the cell containing the sales amount, and then include that
range name in the linked formula. This approach, shown in the following formula, will help
protect the integrity of the linked formula, even in the event that the linked file is altered:
+ < < C:\DATA\SALESUM.WK1 > > SALES
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ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS
Exhibit 1
Sample Engagement Letter
[CPA’s Firm’s Letterhead]
July 5, 19XX
Ms. Client
Client Firm Name
Any City, USA 10111
Dear Ms. Client:
We enjoyed meeting with you to discuss your company’s needs with regard to developing and training
personnel to comply with control policies and procedures for electronic spreadsheet applications. During
our meeting, we agreed that our firm will be responsible for —
1. Working with you to develop spreadsheet control policies and procedures for electronic spreadsheets
tailored to the needs of your company.
2. Training your employees to apply these policies and procedures while using Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet
software.
3. Evaluating any problems that arise during the course of the training sessions and making the necessary
modifications.
This letter confirms our understanding of the agreement. Please read it carefully and contact me if you
have any questions.

Engagement Objectives
The objective of our engagement is to help your organization improve productivity and reduce the
likelihood that errors in electronic spreadsheets will occur or go undetected. This engagement will be
conducted in three phases.
Phase I will consist of developing policies and procedures for spreadsheet control tailored to the needs
of your company. To accomplish this, we will review several representative spreadsheets from your files
to become familiar with existing spreadsheet usage and applications and to assess the appropriateness of
existing formal and informal standards for designing spreadsheets that promote efficiency and accuracy.
We will then formulate appropriate standards for creating, using, and storing spreadsheet templates.
These standards will be summarized in a preliminary manual of spreadsheet control policy and
procedures, which will be presented to you for discussion and approval. Upon your approval of the
standards, we will determine the time frame for training your staff in the implementation and use of the
policies and procedures developed to ensure compliance with the standards.

52/100-30
Phase II will involve training your employees in the implementation and use of the spreadsheet control
policies and procedures. Our training materials will include spreadsheet examples that illustrate these
policies and procedures. We will encourage your staff to bring additional examples to class for
discussion and to use as the basis for whatever modifications are necessary. During the training sessions,
we will discuss the organizational policies related to spreadsheet usage and invite your staff to make
comments and suggest improvements.
Phase III will consist of an evaluation of the problems, questions, and recommendations that arise
during the training sessions to determine whether the policies and procedures should be modified.

Engagement Time Frame
We estimate that phase I will require approximately six hours. The training embodied in phase II will
involve two one-day sessions of hands-on training for up to twenty of your company’s staff. One session
will be for beginning users of Lotus 1-2-3. The second session will be for intermediate and advanced
users and will be scheduled about five working days after the first session. In these sessions, we will use
examples of company operations. The time required for phase III will depend upon the nature of the
problems, questions, and recommendations that arise.

Engagement Approach
We will perform all work in accordance with the Statement on Standards for Consulting Services as
promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Specifically, we propose to do
the following:

Phase I
1. Collect samples of spreadsheets and discuss spreadsheet usage and file management with the
appropriate personnel.
2. Review the current standards for designing spreadsheets and determine their effectiveness in ensuring
the development of spreadsheets that help users to be more accurate and efficient.
3. Develop recommendations for appropriate spreadsheet design standards and control policies and
procedures.
4. Prepare a preliminary manual of spreadsheet control policies and procedures.
5. Meet with you to discuss our recommendations and make any necessary revisions. At that time, we
will finalize the training timetable.
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Phase II
1. Based on our discussions with your personnel and our review of the spreadsheet templates currently
being produced by your organization, we will identify your employees’ training needs and determine
which sample spreadsheets, reports, and other documents to use in the training sessions.
2. We will develop the course and the necessary training materials, which will include the preliminary
manual of spreadsheet control policies and procedures.
3. We will provide two one-day training sessions for your employees. One session will cover basic
concepts of Lotus 1-2-3; the other will cover intermediate and advanced concepts. Our training
session will be a hands-on course designed to cover the recommended policies and procedures. As
part of the training, we will also illustrate how the recommended policies and procedures would be
applied by employees when they develop and use spreadsheets. During these sessions we will note
any questions, comments, and recommendations for further review of the policies and procedures.

Phase III
1. Based on the results of our training session and further discussions with management, we will make
appropriate changes to the manual of spreadsheet control policies and procedures and finalize this
document.
2. We will provide your company with twenty copies of the final manual.
During the engagement, we will expect your company to assume the following responsibilities:
1. You will make all appropriate staff available for discussion and training. This may require relieving
your employees of other responsibilities so that they can concentrate on the training session.
Interruptions of these sessions should be restricted to emergencies.
2. You will provide us with representative samples of the spreadsheet templates created throughout your
company.
3. You will obtain the necessary equipment and computer supplies and the appropriate space for the full
day training session. A large projection screen and projector should be available.
4. You will be available for consultation during the training sessions should questions about policy arise
that require your attention.

Client Benefits
The development of spreadsheet control policies and practices, together with staff training, is intended
to improve staff productivity by increasing the efficiency, effectiveness, and accuracy of spreadsheet
applications. In addition, you can expect improvements in both morale and the utilization of your
microcomputer resources because providing time for microcomputer training sends employees a clear
message about the importance of proficiency. Furthermore, training in the sophisticated software may
result in an innovative and creative environment to develop new reports and applications.
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Engagement Staffing and Scheduling
We expect to begin the engagement on July 21, 19XX, by distributing the questionnaire, collecting
spreadsheet samples, and discussing current spreadsheet usage with your designated people. We plan to
present our recommendations to you for your approval by July 26, 19XX. The training portion will
begin on August 3, 19XX, from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. There will be two fifteen-minute breaks, one
in the morning and another in the afternoon, with an hour for lunch.
I will supervise the engagement. John Brown, who has conducted similar training sessions during
the last three years, will be the instructor. Students will receive a course manual and a data disk for each
class.

Project Completion
The engagement will be complete after all training sessions are finished and we have discussed the results
with you. We will then provide you with the course training materials, which will give you a clear
understanding of the information your employees received during the training sessions. These materials
will also help you determine standards for user proficiency and performance. We will also provide
telephone support on material covered in the training class for XX days after completing the engagement.

Fees, Billing, Payments
Our fee for this engagement for both the implementation of spreadsheet control policies and procedures
and training is $X,XXX. There is a minimum of $XXX per day of training, plus $XX per participant.
We will bill you as soon as training is completed. Payment is due within thirty days of the billing date.
We will bill you for any out-of-pocket costs, such as transportation and materials.

Engagement Acceptance
Please acknowledge acceptance of these terms by signing this letter and returning one copy to us. Thank
you for retaining us. We hope this will be the beginning of a long and mutually beneficial business
relationship.
Sincerely,

Sue Richards, CPA

Approved by the President

Date
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Exhibit 2

Checklist of Policies and Procedures for Electronic Spreadsheets

Client_______________ File Name__________ Template______________________
Author_____________________ Review date________________________________
Spreadsheet purpose_____________________________________________________

Worksheet c la s s _ ________
Drive and directory location
Spreadsheet Validation
Is a spreadsheet the proper tool for the application
(compared with other programs such as database or
word processing)?

Yes

No

Does the spreadsheet arrive at a logical answer with
the given assumptions?

Yes

No

Does a simple test of the formulas prove correct?

Yes ___ No

Does a hard-copy printout of the spreadsheet exist
with all formulas and documentation?

Yes ___ No

Spreadsheet Design
Does the spreadsheet follow organization policy with respect to —
Heading?
Documentation?
Input?
Data storage?
Formulas?
Output?
Macros?

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes ___ No

Does the heading contain —
Client identification, title, or file name?
Name of author?
Date of design?
Date of prior update?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

(Continued)
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Checklist of Policies and Procedures for Electronic Spreadsheets (C on tin u ed )
Record of testing?
Spreadsheet objectives?
Map of sections or range names of sections?
Date stamp?
Table of contents?

Yes
No
___ Yes ___ No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes ___ No

Does the documentation section contain —
The objectives of the software and any assumptions used?
Instructions for use and maintenance?
A summary of control procedures built into the spreadsheet?
Clear labels for formulas and data input?
A map of the sections for large spreadsheet applications?

Yes ___ No
___ Yes
No
___ Yes
No
Yes
No
___ Yes
No

Does the input section —
Contain informative headings?
Allow for a logical sequence of data entry?
Provide for error trapping?
Omit computations?

Yes
No
Yes ___ No
Yes ___ No
Yes
No

Does the formula section —
Have protection turned on?
Have complex formulas broken down into small steps?
Avoid nested assumptions?
Use range names to refer to assumptions?
Take advantage of absolute and partial absolute cell references?
Use the @SUM function rather than the + operator ?

Yes
No
Yes ___ No
Yes
No
Yes ___ No
Yes
No
___ Yes
No

Does the macro section contain —
Standard macro functions and names?
Understandable instructions for their purpose?

Yes
No
Yes ___ No

Does the report section contain —
Client or file name?
Report title?
Relevant dates?
Footing and cross-footing error testing?
Has the worksheet been assigned the correct class, drive, and
location?
Is the data confidential?
Note: Attach comments and test printouts to this checklist

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes ___ No
Yes ___ No
___ Yes ___ No
Yes

No
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Exhibit 3

Checklist of Error-Checking Procedures

Principal Checking Procedures
Review documentation for compliance with company standards.

___ Done

Review macro documentation for clarity and functionality.

___ Done

Print results and review for reasonableness.

___ Done

Test arithmetic computations.

Done

Print formulas and range tables. Compare range names in
table with range names in formulas.

___ Done

Trace linked ranges to related spreadsheets.

___ Done

Determine whether the Undo function is enabled.

___ Done

Additional Checks Performed By Spreadsheet Audit Software
Identify circular references.

Done

Determine consistent range references across columns.

Done

Identify cells with "ERR".

Done
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READER’S RESPONSES TO ASSISTING CLIENTS IN DEVELOPING POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES FOR ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET APPLICATIONS
Your assessment of this practice aid will help to ensure that future publications of the Management
Consulting Services Division will be valuable to practitioners. Please photocopy this questionnaire and
complete and mail or fax it to Editor/Coordinator, Management Consulting Services Division,
AICPA, Harborside Financial Center, 201 Plaza Three, Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881, facsimile
number (201) 938-3329.
Thank you for your assistance.
1. How familiar were you with this subject before you read this practice aid?
0
1
2
3
4
5
Unfamiliar
Somewhat familiar
My area of expertise
2. How useful is the practice aid to your practice?
0
1
2
3
Not useful at all

4
5
Extremely useful

3. Is there additional information that you think should have been included or information that should
be modified in this practice aid? Y es____ No ____
If yes, please explain___________________________________________________________________

4. Do you think that an advanced level practice aid on this subject should be available?
Y es____ No ____
5. What other subjects would you like to see covered in Consulting Services Practice Aids?

6. How did you learn about the availability of this practice aid?
Received it as a member benefit ____
Other (please explain) ________________________________

Additional comments and suggestions

Name and address (optional)

CONSULTING SERVICES PUBLICATIONS
Title

Product Number
Small Business Consulting Practice Aids Series

Assisting Small Business Clients in Obtaining Funds
Identifying Client Problems: A Diagnostic Review Technique
Assisting Clients in Maximizing Profits: A Diagnostic Approach
Effective Inventory Management fo r Small Manufacturing Clients
Assisting Clients in Determining Pricing fo r Manufactured Products
Business Planning
Personal Financial Planning: The Team Approach
Diagnosing Management Information Problems
Developing a Budget
Cash Management
Evaluating and Starting a New Business
Assessing Franchise Opportunities
Assisting Professional Clients in Pricing Services Using Budgeting Techniques
Developing Management Incentive Programs
Improving Organizational Structure
Developing and Improving Clients’ Recruitment, Selection,
and Orientation Programs
Assisting Closely Held Businesses to Plan fo r Succession
Assisting a Financially Troubled Business
Assisting Clients to Establish an Outside Advisory Board
Conducting a Valuation o f a Closely Held Business

055018
055253
055268
055272
055287
055291
055304
055323
055338
055342
055357
055361
055376
055377
055378
055133
055134
055140
055141
055148

Practice Administration Aids Series
Developing a Consulting Services Control and Management Program
Cooperative Engagements and Referrals
Written Communication o f Results in MAS Engagements
Starting and Developing an MAS Practice
Communicating With Clients About MAS Engagement Understandings
Human Resources Planning and Management fo r an MAS Practice
Managing Consulting Services: A Focus on Profitability

055143
055906
055910
055925
055930
055131
055144

Industry Consulting Practice Aids Series
Restaurants and Food-Service Establishments
Law Firms
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations

055132
055135
055142
(continued)

P ro d u ct N u m ber

Title

Technical Consulting Practice Aids Series
EDP Engagement: Systems Planning and General Design
Financial Ratio Analysis
EDP Engagement: Software Package Evaluation and Selection
EDP Engagement: Assisting Clients in Software Contract Negotiations
Assisting Clients in the Selection and Implementation
o f Dedicated Word Processing Systems
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Sales
Improving Productivity Through Work Measurement: A Cooperative Approach
EDP Engagement: Implementation o f Data Processing Systems
Using Mainframes or Minicomputers
Conversion to a Microcomputer-Based Accounting System
Assisting Clients in Developing an Employee Handbook
Microcomputer Security
Microcomputer Training
Disaster Recovery Planning
Automating Small and Medium-Sized Businesses in Selected Industries
Preparing Financial Models
Selecting a Telecommunications System
Providing Litigation Services
Assisting Clients in Developing Spreadsheet Policies and Procedures fo r
Electronic Spreadsheet Applications

055022
055041
055056
055060
055075
055094
055107
055111
055126
055127
055128
055129
055130
055136
055137
055138
055145
055156

Special Reports
Operational Audit Engagements
Introduction to Local Area Network Concepts and Terminology
Study o f MAS Practice and Knowledge
An Introduction to Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems
Introduction to Natural Language Processing
Using Graphics to Enhance MAS Presentations
Mass Storage Technology
Application o f AICPA Professional Standards in the Performance o f Litigation Services
Conflicts o f Interest in Litigation Services Engagements
Comparing Attest and Consulting Services: A Guide fo r the Practitioner
Microcomputer Communications

029193
048456
048550
048570
048560
048561
048600
048562
048563
048564
048566

Software (running on WordPerfect 5.1)
Small Business Consulting Tool: Diagnostic Review Checklist fo r Maximizing Profits

055010

To obtain any of these publications, call the AICPA Order Department at 800-862-4272, or order via fax
at 800-362-5066.

055156

